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ControlCraft 3 - Sequel to Popular Action Strategy Game Now on iOS
Published on 08/23/13
Sydney based Cybernate Pty. Ltd. today introduces ControlCraft 3, the third iteration of
its popular fast paced action-strategy game for iOS devices. Command your troops to attack
enemy control points. Utilize a wide range of troops and tactical abilities. During the
heat of the battle, tactical decisions of when, where and how to attack will win or lose
you the war. With animated level backgrounds, and new suit options for your troops,
ControlCraft has never looked so good.
Sydney, Australia - The third iteration of ControlCraft is now available on your iPod
touch, iPad, and iPhone. ControlCraft 3 is a fast paced action-strategy game. Command your
troops to attack enemy control points. Utilize a wide range of troops and tactical
abilities. During the heat of the battle, tactical decisions of when, where and how to
attack will win or lose you the war.
Each level plays fast and the outcome is determined in minutes. But with 48 diverse levels
there is enough game to keep any armchair general happy for quite some time. Use five
different super weapons wisely to help turn the tide of battle at crucial times. Then take
your war strategy to the next level by deciding how to upgrade your troops and super
weapons. With the upgrade system being flexible you can adjust your strategy before each
level to take into account the map layout and your enemy's strengths or weaknesses.
This iteration of ControlCraft has taken things to next level graphically. With animated
level backgrounds, and new suit options for your troops, ControlCraft has never looked so
good. ControlCraft 3 continues the tradition of the superb arcade action-strategy that
made a modern classic, now available on any of your iOS devices.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 5.1 or later
* 40.0 MB
Pricing and Availability:
ControlCraft 3 (v1.0) is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Games category.
ControlCraft 3 (v1.0):
http://www.cybernate.com/all-portfolio-list/controlcraft-3/
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/id670524067
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdeGeHwG-gs
Screenshot:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/9b/8c/a8/9b8ca873-abd0-740e-322b-5e8634dc0b8f/scr
een480x480.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/c1/62/8f/c1628f24-c3a5-c848-fe0e-9bd86a4e95d3/mzl
.woqnajlj.175x175-75.jpg

Located in Kellyville, New South Wales, Australia, Cybernate Pty. Ltd. is a startup app
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developer and publisher team whose main goal is to create and publish apps that they,
themselves, will be using. Cybernate believes that creating things that you are truly
passionate about translates into a better experience for the user. All Material and
Software (C) Copyright 2013 Cybernate Pty. Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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